
 
 

SEGRA is coming to Alice  

 

This week 230 people from across regional, rural and remote Australia will descend on Alice 

Springs to develop action agendas that will drive regional development into the future out to 

2025.  

“It gives me great pleasure to welcome delegates to the Sustainable Economic Growth for 

Regional Australia  (SEGRA) conference.” said Alice Springs Mayor, Damien Ryan. “SEGRA is 

Australia’s most credible, independent voice on issues affecting regional Australia”  “It is a 

wonderful opportunity for Alice Springs to showcase the region and its business initiatives to a 

national audience but also for people from Alice Springs and across the Northern Territory to 

access the national and international speakers who will be here to address the delegates. “ 

“SEGRA is not ‘just another conference’ said convenor Kate Charters, “It is renowned for its 

willingness to take up real challenges and propose actions that understand the true character of 

economic development in regional and particularly remote Australia.” 

 On the agenda are issues affecting single industry towns, northern development, Indigenous 

economic knowledge sets, future industry opportunities including those associated with the 

mining, agribusiness and the emerging  Geotourism market and;  innovation and for 

entrepreneurship. 

SEGRA has been speaking out for regional Australia for 18 years. It is a critical forum where 

regional development practitioners, industry, researchers and government bring together their 

combined knowledge on regions from across Australia.  After the conference a Communiqué 

‘Speaking up for Regional Australia’ will capture some of the key proposals and initiatives and will 

be widely available. 

A full conference program is available at www.segra.com.au 
 

-Ends- 
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Keynote speakers include  

 

Wednesday 8 October  

Connecting Regional Australia to Future Opportunities 

 

8:45am – 9:00am 

 

Chief Minister’s Welcome 

The Hon. Adam Graham Giles MLA, Chief Minister of the 

Northern Territory 

9:00-9:45 am 

 

Connecting with Regional Australia’s Future Prosperity 

Kristian Kolding, Associate Director, Deloitte Access Economics 

Australia will face an economic growth challenge in the coming 
decades. Retiring baby boomers, falling commodity prices, and a lack 
of productivity-enhancing economic reform mean that living standards 
may come under increasing pressure.   

Even so, there will also be key areas of economic prosperity for 
Australia, and regional Australia, in the years ahead.  As has been true 
historically, these areas of prosperity will occur where global demand 
and Australian advantage coincide.   

Regional Australia needs to start acting now to position itself for the 
future. Where will the opportunities lie? And how can regional Australia 
take advantage?  This presentation aims to start a positive 
conversation about the economic future of regional Australia.  
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11:30pm – 12:30pm 

 

Aboriginal Governance and its Role in Business 

Development 

Warren Mundine, CEO, NyunnggaBlack and Chairman, 

Indigenous Advisory Council 

Abstract 

Significant economic and social opportunities exist for Aboriginal 
businesses who are able to leverage the opportunities that arise from 
activities occurring at the local, State and National levels. The future of  

Aboriginal communities and cultures depends on the creation of real 
economies in Aboriginal communities and on Aboriginal people 
participating in the real economy.  A real economy that relies on 
commerce and private enterprise – not government activities – to 
survive and where people have real jobs. 

This session will explore the topic of Aboriginal economic development 
in Western Australia and how Aboriginal communities will not be truly 
empowered unless, and until, they have real sustainable economies 
that are no more tied to government than the rest of Australia.  The 
session will explore what it will take to achieve this reality using local 
and international examples to achieve this future. 

 

 

12:30pm – 1:00pm 

 

 

Regions Prospering in a Re-shaped Economy 

The Hon. Warren Truss MP, Deputy Prime Minister of Australia 
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Thursday 9 October 

Strategies for Regional Australia 

 

 

Regional Development in the Northern Territory 

Mayor Damien Ryan, Chair RDANT 

9:00am – 10:00am 

 

Designing an Approach to Wicked Problems 

Mo Fox, Director, Studio Thinking 

Mo Fox is a creative strategist and true hybrid thinker; an accomplished 

artist with an extensive corporate background in advertising and strategy 

who consults, speaks, writes and trains in the area of wicked problems, 

creativity and design thinking. Mo is the creator of Welcome to Wicked™ 

and Studio Thinking®, methodologies that fuse art principles with business 

strategy to achieve commercial business results by teaching people how to 

think differently and leverage their innate creativity – the secret to having a 

true competitive edge.  

 

10:00am – 10:45am 

 

 

Innovation and Entrepreneurship in Regional Australia 

The startup sector worldwide is undergoing a Cambrian explosion, with 
the low cost and ubiquity of building blocks for high-growth, technology-
enabled startups leading to more entrepreneurs tackling global markets 
than at any time in history. At the same time, the importance of location 
has diminished to the point that high-growth startups can be created 
from anywhere on the planet. 

Over the last two decades many regions around the world have 
recognised that innovation and entrepreneurship are important drivers 
of economic growth, and a growing number of private and public sector 
bodies have responded by launching programs to invest in the creation 
and support of high-growth companies. Australia has not kept pace, 
and is now playing a game of catch-up in catalysing and supporting 
high impact entrepreneurship. 

This session will discuss the importance of entrepreneurship and 
innovation as a part of the economic development strategy for regional 
Australia, and outline several initiatives that can be put in place to 
accelerate regional Australia’s transition to a knowledge-intensive 
economy. 
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SEGRA 2014 is proudly supported by Desert Knowledge Australia, the Northern Territory 

Government, Regional Development Australia – Northern Territory, Kimberley, Wheatbelt WA, 

Midwest Gascoyne, Far north Queensland and Torres Strait, Far North, Pilbara, Goldfields 

Esperance, and Bendigo Bank.  

 

To arrange interviews with speakers please contact conference convenor Ms Kate Charters on 0408 

882871. 

For  interviews about SEGRA please contact Professor  Geoff Cockfield, Founding member of SEGRA, 

(04) 0949-0073  

 

SEGRA Secretariat 
GPO Box 2301, BRISBANE, Q 4001 
Phone: (07) 3210 0021Fax: (07) 3210 0044 
WEB: www.segra.com.au/segra 
Email: info@segra.com.au 
Attention: News Editors / Chief of Staff 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

http://www.segra.com.au/

